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Avant-propos 

Au pays des Lochs et des légendes  

 

Ce voyage s'est déroulé du 7 au 14 mai 2015. Nous avons passé une semaine délicieuse en 

compagnie des élèves de la classe de 1S1 euro SVT, 3 élèves de 2nde 8 euro SVT et 1 élève de 1E1. 

Des Lowlands aux Highlands, d'Édimbourg à Stirling, Saint Andrews, Inverness... Châteaux et 

Cathédrales, héros et légendes, paysages spectaculaires entre lochs et collines... sans oublier la 

rencontre avec Nessie, monstre sympathique du 

Loch Ness... 

Chaque élève a rédigé un carnet de voyage 

(Travelogue) de plus d'une dizaine de pages (one 

page a day. Or more!) émaillé d'anecdotes, de 

photos et d'émotions... Nous espérons que nos élèves 

garderont ces images en mémoire, tout comme 

nous... 

Voici ci-après un compte-rendu de chaque jour de la 

semaine, extraits de plusieurs « travelogues ». Enjoy ! 

Nous tenons à remercier tous les élèves 

pour leur investissement, leur fraîcheur, 

leur sens de l'humour, leur enthousiasme, 

leurs sourires, et surtout... leur ponctualité 

tout au long de la semaine. 

Merci aussi à leurs parents pour avoir 

rendu possible leur découverte de ce 

pays « de Lochs et de légendes ». 

Et un grand merci aussi à José Torrecilla 

pour sa précieuse collaboration pendant 

ces huit jours... ! 

 

My heart's in the Highlands. 

The birth-place of Valour, the country of Worth; 

Wherever I wander, wherever I rove, 

The hills of the Highlands for ever I love. 

ROBERT BURNS 

1759-1796 

 

Muriel Garnier et Valérie Rapin 

Professeurs d’anglais au Lycée Carnot 
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Day 1 

Departure 

Thursday May 7th 2015 was such a great day… We began our trip to Scotland early in the 

morning, at 3:50 AM. Most people looked tired … But it didn’t last because after Mrs Garnier and 

Rapin had checked our identity cards, everyone started talking! We travelled through Nancy, 

Metz, Luxembourg, Brussels, Antwerpen and Breda. 

TRAVEL MAP (MADE BY YOHAN) 

We stopped near Nancy (at about 6:00) to have breakfast and Mrs Garnier offered us brioche 

(which was delicious by the way) and we met our driver, Christèle. We stopped again at 8:00 to 

stretch our legs… We crossed the Luxembourg border at 8:16 and we had to be very patient 

because we were stuck in traffic jams… such a little country and so much traffic, it’s incredible, 

isn’t it? 

Then, « at the general demand », we watched the film Braveheart. In class, we had already talked 

a lot about the « Guardian of Scotland », the hero (and also a legend) William Wallace. We 

appreciated the film on the whole but some little things were not very easy to understand… 

because the actor Mel Gibson (of whom Mrs Garnier is a big fan!) speaks with a Scottish accent. 

The end of the film is the true story: William Wallace was killed by the King of England with so much 

refinement… 

After this short (about three hours, it’s so short!) film, we stopped in Belgium (we crossed the border 

at 9:08) to have lunch because we were starving! 

The rest of the journey went on very slowly: we were so impatient to get on the boat and reach 

Scotland… 

The Netherlands border was crossed at 12:50 and we arrived in Ijmuiden at 3pm, after making a U-

turn in a very narrow street of the town because the ferryboat terminal was not properly 

indicated… A great bravo to Christèle! 
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Once in the terminal, we took our boarding cards and Mrs Garnier gave us information about the 

cruise (« I am a mother for you! », she said). At 3:30, we boarded and went to our private cabin. 

And then, a conflict burst: some students had a porthole (How lucky!) and teachers had plain 

cabins… and so did I… 

LE « KING SEAWAYS » BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

We left the port at 6:30 even if we were supposed to leave at 5:30… All the students took photos 

of the departure (and even beautiful photos!) because we could go to the extreme front of the 

ferry and at the top so we had a fantastic view of the whole panorama! 

LE DEBUT DE LA TRAVERSEE BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

■ Nicolas T. 

  

https://www.flickr.com/photos/nicolastou/17315513903/in/album-72157653211714661/
https://www.flickr.com/photos/nicolastou/17748889170/in/album-72157653211714661/
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Day 2 

Edinburgh, capital of Scotland 

After a rude awakening, we went to have a fantastic breakfast in a restaurant on the boat. There 

was so much choice: a lot of sweet food but also salty food like sausages, eggs… I had a blast! 

We arrived in Newcastle at 9:00 am (English hour, we had to move back one hour on our 

watches). The sky was clear and sunny. After a short control of customs, we went back on the 

same bus to go to Edinburgh. In Great-Britain, people drive on the left! 

NEWCASTLE BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

Edinburgh, the capital city of Scotland was named after fort of Eidyn (Gaelic and Celtic name) 

and from burg, in other words, the small village around this fort. In 1707, Edinburgh lost its status of 

capital as it was transferred to London. Yet, Edinburgh is still a major and a very lively city! 

The Edinburgh International Festival (created in 1947) is well known all over the world for its music, 

operas, traditional dances… It lasts 3 weeks and finishes in early September. As for politics, the 

Scottish Parliament was created in 1997 to show the desire of independence of Scotland. 

CASTLE OF EDINBURGH BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 
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We arrived in Edinburgh and we had lunch in a typical pub called The Beehive Inn. We ate the 

famous meal “Fish and Chips” on the first floor in a quiet room booked for us. 

« THE BEEHIVE INN » PUB BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

In the afternoon, we visited the museum called Camera 

Obscura and World of Illusions near the castle of 

Edinburgh. All the students of the class enjoyed this 

moment. We discovered lots of incredible things like 

thermal cameras, optical illusions, X-ray machine or neon 

lamps. However, the most spectacular attraction was the 

Vortex: a tunnel which turned without stopping with a 

static bridge ! We went to the top of the museum tower 

and we had a panorama of the entire city. The buildings 

were red because they were made of bricks during the 

industrial revolution in the 18th century. I noticed there 

were lots of chimneys on the roofs. The churches of 

Edinburgh are very dark. A camera was located on the 

top of the tower in a dark room and a guide explained us 

how it worked. Then we spied on people in the streets of 

the Scottish capital city thanks to this camera. 

 

CAMERA OBSCURA BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 
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After that, we took lots of photos of the class in front of the castle of Edinburgh. Mr Torrecilla said 

“guacamole” instead of “cheese” to make us smile and it was very funny indeed. 

CASTLE OF EDINBURGH BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

We took the bus to go to Tullibody, the place where we were supposed to meet the host families. 

When we saw the different families on the parking lot, there was so much suspense: we didn’t 

know which family would host us. 

Then, a man wearing a beret came to pick us up. He was a Turkish immigrant called Mr Erdogan. 

We started talking on our way to Clackmannan, a small city next to Stirling. We talked about the 

Scottish accent, the myth of the Loch Ness monster and our trip. We were housed on the top floor 

of the house, in two beautiful bedrooms. This man had two daughters but we only saw them two 

or three times, they were younger than us and they seemed to love the Disney universe. We 

offered them some gifts from Dijon: the famous mustard, gingerbread, some “nonnettes”, “anis” 

from Flavigny-sur-Ozerain and salted butter caramels. The dinner was succulent! We ate pizza, 

chips and salad. However we had no dessert. I talked with my friends and I played on my mobile 

phone before going to sleep. What a great day! 

 

■ Raphaël H. 
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Day 3 

Going to Stirling 

For breakfast we ate pancakes, cereals, wholemeal bread and drank cold milk and orange juice. 

We took the bus to Stirling which was near our host family! First we went for a walk and we saw an 

old pretty bridge! We talked about the Battle of Stirling which was won by William Wallace in 1297! 

This Battle was fought on a bridge, the Scots were on the hilltop and the English crossed the bridge 

two by two. 

And when half of the English troops had crossed the bridge, the Scots attacked the English who 

fled. So the Scots won this Battle and William Wallace was named Guardian of Scotland. 

THE GROUP AT STIRLING BRIDGE BY MARINE S. 

Once in the forest, we went up a steep ground path to finally reach the 

Wallace monument, which is a tower with 246 steps. It is composed of 

different floors about the life of William Wallace with details such as his huge 

sword, information about his battles or his conquests and how this tower was 

built. 

As the stairs were steep and narrow, Miss Garnier had a great idea to go up 

floor by floor instead of going directly to the top. When we arrived at the top 

of the tower it was so awesome, we had a great view and we could see 

everywhere around and far away.  

 

WILLIAM WALLACE MONUMENT, VIEW OF STIRLING AND GROUP PHOTO 
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We picnicked in the forest on tree trunks it was really pleasant, my packed lunch was composed 

of a bottle of water, a chocolate bar, a piece of fruit and two little sandwiches with butter, ham 

and chemical cheese. I ate with Nicolas and it was just strange and disgusting when he opened 

his chocolate mousse as it was liquid and the jar was only half full. X) 

Then, we went to Stirling Castle where we saw the statue of Robert the Bruce. We were split in two 

groups one with details and explanations about the castle with Miss Garnier and the other could 

go where they wanted through the castle. It was a big and beautiful castle, all the buildings were 

grey but only one on the middle was beige-orange. 

THE STIRLING CASTLE BY MARINE S. 

 

ROBERT THE BRUCE STATUE BY MARINE S. 

 

It was funny when we took the photos around the table of the 

King. The size of this room was impressive because a lot of wood 

was used to build the ceiling, holding together without any nails! 

TAKING PHOTOS ALL AROUND 

THE TABLE BY MARINE S. 

 

 

■ Marine S. 
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Day 4 

Saint Andrews Cathedral and Castle  

We left Tullibody at 8 AM and drove to St Andrews in order to visit the castle and the cathedral. 

We enjoyed a free tour of the cathedral's ruins which were a little bit creepy with all the graves on 

the ground, it was weird all the more so as the weather was grey and cloudy. The atmosphere 

inspired us to have a “ouija”. A ouija is a kind of ceremony where we stay in a circle around a 

lighted candle and call out the spirits of the dead... We started to sing in Latin “asinus asinum 

fricat” for example. We all felt a presence just around us but they weren't very cooperative and 

didn't want to answer our questions... 

SAINT ANDREWS CATHEDRAL BY JULIETTE M. 

SAINT ANDREWS CATHEDRAL BY JULIETTE M. 
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SAINT ANDREWS CATHEDRAL MAP BY JULIETTE M. 

After the visit of the cathedral, we moved to St Andrews Castle, a marvelous monument where 

we had a great view on the sea! The place in the castle that left me a strong impression was the 

tunnel under the foundations, we had to crouch down to be able to get through it and it was a 

very harrowing experience to move under this dark narrow vault! 

 
SAINT ANDREWS CASTLE BY JULIETTE M. 
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MINE AND COUNTERMINE BY JULIETTE M. 

We ate our sandwich in the rain, making our usual food swapping to have what we liked the most 

and got inside the shop to be warmer. 

After these various visits, we had free time, we decided not to go to the city center but to go take 

a walk on the long beach. We spent a very pleasant time, running, drawing on the sand with a 

stick... 
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SAINT ANDREWS BEACH BY JULIETTE M. 

SAINT ANDREWS BEACH BY JULIETTE M. 

The return trip was long but we drove through several pretty picturesque seaside villages. It was 

another very nice day! 

■ Juliette M. 
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Day 5 

Inverness, mythical city 

We spent a great final night in our host family and we left home after having thanked them for all 

they had done for us. They had been very nice and welcoming indeed and we had spent great 

moments there. 

So we left Tullibody and the Lowlands for the Highlands, the region of the Lochs, the glens and the 

shooting of the serie “Game of Thrones”! 

It was rainy when we arrived in Inverness after a 4-hour-drive during which we could catch sight of 

snowy summits and lunar landscapes. 

HIGHLANDS BY ALIX B. 

Because of the bad weather –  which contrasted with the beauty of Inverness Cathedral and its 

wonderful blooming cherry trees –, we had to eat indoors: people who volunteered at the 

cathedral let us eat in a kind café serving soup. It is the strangest place I have ever eaten! 

While we were having lunch, the clouds gave way to the sun! Thus, when we came outside to visit 

the city, the sky was entirely blue without any clouds! As the Scots say: « In one day, you have all 

the weathers of the year! ». It was beautiful! 
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INVERNESS CATHEDRAL BY ALIX B. 

We visited Inverness and the funniest thing of the day – and of the trip probably – occurred: we 

were walking on the street when I saw a lot of seagulls over our heads, so I joked: « Beware of your 

heads!« . And what was bound to happen, happened: Pierre-Louis received a seagull dung on his 

head! At this moment, everybody ran to shelter under a church’s porch while standing away from 

Pierre-Louis! It was really funny – except for him of course! 

INVERNESS CASTLE BY ALIX B. 
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THE GROUP AT FREE NORTH CHURCH BY ALIX B. 

After this amusing event, we finished the visit and we were given 

free time in the city – gift shops, the mall, a 1-pound-shop, … – 

where we saw for the first time in Scotland a bagpipes player 

with a kilt! 

 

 

SCOTTISH MAN WEARING THE KILT BY ALIX B. 

 

 

The youth hostel was just a few miles away but it took us half an 

hour to get there, because of the traffic jam. 

WELCOME! BY ALIX B. 
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There, we discovered our bedrooms and the TV-room where we spent most of the time to play our 

favourite game: the « Loups-Garou » or « Werewolf ». After having dinner all together in a canteen, 

we spent the rest of the evening playing cards and chatting in a bedroom where half of the class 

had gathered! 

PLAYING « WEREWOLF » TOGETHER BY ALIX B. 

 

 

■ Alix B. 
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Day 6 

Kilts and Loch Ness 

We have breakfast relatively early in the morning since we will be on our way to the “Kilt Maker 

Centre” in the town centre of Inverness. We will learn how a kilt is made and perhaps we will have 

the opportunity to try a kilt on! That will be the surprise! 

THREE FRENCH BOYS TRYING THE KILT BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

We try to wear the kilt – but don’t be mistaken… We won’t take off our underwear…! – and it’s not 

an unpleasant experience: it’s comfortable – it is a bit tight but it’s not custom-made either! Some 

make a real impression with their kilts on and we take photos to keep as a souvenir: such a unique 

experience! 
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HUGO AND NICOLAS IN KILT BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

Mrs Garnier, Marine and Cassandre have a good idea: take a photo with a sales-assistant 

wearing a kilt! So, let’s look at the photos! 

MRS GARNIER, CASSANDRE AND MARINE WITH A MAN IN KILT BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

 

Then, we go back to the bus, to take our food and have lunch because we are starving! As we 

are walking back, we cross the path of a crow, which is starving too – perhaps more than us – and 

this crow takes its lunch directly from the River Ness: a duckling! How cruel nature is! It frightens a 

lot of us… 

This incident being over, we arrive near the bus and 

Christèle gives us our picnic and as Richard and I 

already know this part of the city, we show the way to 

a wonderful place to have lunch! As Mrs Garnier says, 

we are as thoughtful as real « daddies » for the 

group…! 

 

 

PICNIC BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 
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After this really nice moment, we find a playground area and everyone enjoys it wholeheartedly! 

“Teenagers behaving like little children in nursery school…!” 

PLAYING GAMES BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

After playing, we take the bus again to finish our travel through Scotland with the most impressive, 

the most mythical and perhaps the most beautiful: the Loch Ness! We have a one-hour drive and 

we arrive at the Clansman Hotel Harbour to embark on The Jacobite Warrior boat. 

The Loch Ness experience is incredible. Sailing on the Loch is a dream- like experience! Fantastic 

landscapes, wonderful Urquhart Castle with 1.500 years of history, splendid Loch, mythical 

monster… All these elements make you euphoric! Even if you keep snapping away, you think you 

don’t take enough photos to have a perfect souvenir… I really enjoy this cruise on the well- known 

Scottish Loch. 

LOCH NESS BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

 

Selfies with friends are a good way to 

express what we think: you just have to 

look on our faces! Smiles everywhere! 

 

 

 

 

 

SELFIE AT LOCH NESS BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 
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The cruise is really too short: only 30 minutes. I think we can stay two hours sailing on this beautiful 

Loch… 

LOCH NESS BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

During the cruise, some of us meet the legendary Nessie, like Matéo, Mesut or Alix. I also meet 

Nessie, but not during the cruise! Nessie came see me during our visit of Inverness as you can see 

on the photo… 

NESSIE BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 
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After our cruise, we disembark at Urquhart Castle, the old, mythical and romantic castle used by 

the Scots to control the crossing of the River Ness between Fort Augustus and Inverness. The name 

of our trip takes on its full meaning right there: “A country of Lochs and Legends”. We have lochs, 

we have legends and we have Scotland! 

URQUHART CASTLE BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

The Urquhart Castle was built in the early XIIIth century (1230) by King Alexander II. It was 

dismantled during the year 1692 by King James II because he didn’t want the castle to be used 

by the Jacobites, his enemies. 

URQUHART CASTLE BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 
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In this castle, we can see a lot of interesting rooms like the Great Hall, the Great Tower, the 

Gatehouse, and the terrible weapon used during the Middle-Age: the Trebuchet. Hugo and I, as 

“experts” explain to Mrs Garnier the difference between a catapult and a trebuchet… 

THE TREBUCHET BY NICOLAS T. ON FLICKR 

After this cultural episode and the visit of such a mythical castle, we pop over the gift shop to 

spend our last pennies and we return to the bus to go back to the youth hostel. There we will have 

our last Scottish dinner and spend our last night before going back home… 

For dinner, we have Fish & Chips with a cheese cake in dessert – but I must say that my mother’s is 

better (hello Mum!)! Mr Torrecilla likes our food because he picks up some chips from our plates! 

Naughty Mr Torrecilla! 

After dinner, we pack our stuff in order to be ready tomorrow morning and then, we go to bed 

early because we are tired. Trekking makes us tired! 

 

■ Nicolas T. 
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Days 7 and 8 

Coming back to France 

7:00am: we leave the hotel and watch for the last time this place full of memories, like all the 

places we visited during this week. We’re hitting the road again backwards to Newcastle, while 

the boat is preparing our arrival. The crew reserved a place just for us where we would be able to 

play our own music, dance and enjoy our last moments together after great cocktails (no 

alcohol…!) and another fabulous meal. I repeat myself again, but this was another perfect 

moment, something that we will never forget blablabla… It’s crazy to see the links created with 

people thanks to this trip. We have the impression we have known each other for years, like a 

family! We dance all together, we admire Mrs Garnier and Mr Torrecilla dancing rock’n’roll, with a 

round applause from everyone. How is it possible to sleep after a night like this? But, of course, 

kind and obedient students as we are, on time is on time! 

11:00pm, the whole class is sleeping! 

After a night full of dreams and magic, we wake up for our last breakfast, while we can see the 

coasts of Netherlands appearing in front of us. Tonight we will see our families again, with stars in 

our eyes and memories everywhere in our minds… 

Nostalgia invades my soul. I don’t want to go back. I want to rewind the film, to be back to the 

day of the departure. I have the impression that many details are already forgotten, I would like to 

live every single second of this week again. My head is full of Scottish places, of images of Nessie, 

St Andrews, Stirling, and Edinburgh… This has been the best trip I have ever made with school, and 

I made it with the best class and the best teachers. Some moments are unforgettable and I think 

that I will need at least two weeks to stop watching the videos of the boat, the photos of the 

beach, of the group, to stop laughing and smiling each time I see a commercial on TV about 

guacamole… We will never be grateful enough for what the teachers organized and gave us: an 

opportunity to transform a simple class into real friends that we will remember for the rest of our 

lives… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

■ Lison U. 
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This travelogue was made thanks to the collaboration of: 

Lison U, Alix B, Marine S, Raphaël H, Juliette M, Nicolas T, Muriel Garnier and Valérie Rapin. 

 

Many thanks to: 

Lycée Carnot, the English teachers, José Torrecilla and all the parents, Christèle(our driver),  the 

host families and the Youth Hostel in Inverness for welcoming us. 

 

Thank you for allowing us to make so many new friends. 

 

This shared travelogue was put together by Nicolas T. 


